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Non-Discrimination Statement:
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• This project was supported in part by a U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, Forest Service 2017 Landscape Scale Restoration grant.

• In accordance with Federal law and U.S. Department of Agriculture 
policy, this institution is prohibited from discriminating on the basis of 
race, color, national origin, sex or disability.  (Not all prohibited bases 
apply to all programs.)

• To file a complaint of discrimination, write USDA, Director, Office of 
Civil Rights, Room 326-W, Whitten Building, 1400 Independence 
Avenue, SW, Washington, DC  20250-9410 or call (202) 720-5964 
(voice and TDD).  USDA is an equal opportunity provider and 
employer.



• Economic Contribution Analysis of Forest Products Industries in the 
Northeast & Midwest in 2017 (20 state region + Nebraska)

• 2017 LSR grant

• Economic contributions of urban and community forestry in the 
Northeast and Midwest in 2017

• 2018 LSR grant

• Economic Contributions of Biomass Power in the Northeast & 
Midwest (+ CA, GA, VA) in 2017 & 2019

• 2021 LSR grant
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Other Region-Wide Economic Analysis Projects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s presentation is on one of three economic analysis projects underway that were initiated by committees under the Northeast – Midwest State Foresters Alliance.  Lately, the Alliance has been interested in better documenting the importance of managed forests in the Northern region, both urban and rural.  This afternoon we’ll be presenting on the first project listed – the economic contributions of the forest products industries in the Northeast-Midwest area. The FPI analysis examined contributions of rural forestry, logging, and wood and paper product manufacturing industries – 32 IMPLAN sectors – that are what you’d think if as typical forest products and wood using manufacturing industries, including the wood portion of biomass power.The urban & community forestry analysis will develop estimates of economic contributions and ecosystem services associated with urban forestry in the 20 northeast- midwest states. Urban forestry businesses typically report under landscaping services related NAICS codes, and therefore were not captured in the FPI analysis we will talk about today.The third project listed is one we’ve just started, a deeper dive into estimation of the economic contributions of biomass power in the 20 northeast-midwest states, plus California, Georgia, and Virginia.  As part of that project, we will also be developing a analysis method for making levelized comparisons among other sources of power generation, in other words, a methodology to compare economic valuation of biomass power to solar, wind, hydro, natural gas, coal and other power generation in a way that takes subsidies, policies & regulations into account.  This project will also have a Michigan demonstration project as well – we proposed looking at 4 or 5 alternate ways of disposing of or reducing red pine harvest residue on DNR sites that are slated for replanting.  Some of you may recall, we’ve had some disruptions every couple years in the biomass energy markets – making in difficult to remove tops as prep for trenching and planting.  



Background
The project was initiated by the Northeast – Midwest State Foresters 
Alliance, Forest Markets & Utilization Committee.

Purpose: describe the contributions of the forest products industry in 
the 20 Northeast and Midwest states

• Supported by a U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service 2017 Landscape 
Scale Restoration Grant and by contributions from 19 participating states

• Administered by Michigan Department of Natural Resources, Forest Resources 
Division

• Contracted for facilitation, analysis and report writing with Public Sector 
Consultants (PSC) in Lansing, Michigan. Dr. Larry Leefers was a contractor with 
PSC for this project.
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Project Goals

• Develop, through consensus, a method for an economic contribution 
analysis of forest products industries (FPI) that could be consistent 
among states, and potentially among regions, over time

• Develop estimates at state- and region-scales

• Produce State- and Region-level reports, 2-page fact sheets (and a 
dashboard)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The project’s goals were develop a method for analysis that could be applied consistently among states, and for the entire 20-state region.  Our hope is that this methology could be used for future analyses – so that comparisons can be made over time, to identify trends at the state and region levels.  And potentially to allow comparisons between regions – tell the story of how the northern region compares to the US south, and the west.Project goals also included developing estimates at the state – and region – levels, producing white paper –style reports, and 2 page extension style bulletins for the 20 state region and each state.  And with RAS’s help – we also developed a dashboard so that users can look at the results in an interactive format.



What is Economic Contribution Analysis? 

A way of quantifying economic activity for an area, state, region etc. using 
publicly available data. We used 2017 IMPLAN data. 

Contributions analysis can:
• Provide context for garnering support for forest management and associated 

economic activities.

• Help assess changes in policy, legislation or tax law that may affect forest-based 
economic activity.

• Examine how forest products industries respond to changes in local supply and 
demand.

• Demonstrate how one-size-fits-all programs and policies may affect the forest 
products industries. 6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK, some brief background on what ‘economic contributions analysis is, and why we do it.  Economic analysis is a way of quantifying the economic activity of an area – county, state, congressional district, region – generally using data that is publicly available from a variety of US government sources.  Such as Commerce Department data, US Bureau of Labor and Statistics.  We used IMPLAN data and software – IMPLAN has become a popular model for contributions and impact analyses – it was first developed by the Forest Service for looking at the contributions of forestry and logging to local economies.  
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Economic Contribution Analysis: Methods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you would like to learn more about the methods used for this project, they were documented in a report that will be published on the NMSFA website (Northeast – Midwest State Foresters Alliance).  I’m still working on the final formatting and ADA compliance for this report, but you can email me you’d like the draft copy.



• Methods Report: Gibson, Melissa, Larry Leefers, and Jagdish 
Poudel. 2020. Forest Products Industry Regional Economic Analysis: 
Methods. Lansing: Public Sector Consultants.

• 2017 IMPLAN data used; reported in 2017 dollars; 32 sectors
• Five partial sectors, including maple syrup production
• Seven industry groups
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Methods and Reporting Decisions: 
Consensus-based

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this analysis we used IMPLAN data for 2017, and we decided to report the results in 2017 dollars.  IMPLAN includes data for 536 industry sectors; for this project, we used 32 sectors that correspond with what we identified as forest products industries.These 32 IMPLAN sectors included 5 partial sectors – such as maple syrup production.  To make it easier to summarize the results, we aggregated these 32 sectors into 7 industry groups… 



1. Forestry (includes maple syrup production)
2. Logging
3. Primary solid wood products
4. Secondary solid wood products
5. Wood furniture
6. Pulp, paper and paperboard mills
7. Secondary paperboard and other paper products
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Forest Products Industries Groupings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The seven industry group names are somewhat intuitive – Forestry includesThe logging group includes only one IMPLAN sector – loggingPrimary solid wood includes industries that take in raw material – logs, pulpwood, chips, bark etc. and use it to manufacture a productSecondary solid wood products group includes companies that take in material that someone else processed first – like lumber, bales of pulp, rolls of paper – and add further value by manufacturing another product, like furniture, pallets, moulding or trim, cardboard or paperboard boxes (cereal boxes), paper packaging, etc.Wood furniture – this industry group is includes establishments that use wood and other materials to make furniture – however the analysis produced estimates that were limited to the wood-related portion for those that also use steel and plastics.Pulp, paper and paperboard mills include companies that buy roundwood – pulpwood, or chips- to make pulp, as well as pre-processed pulp from other sources.  So for example – this industry group would include Packaging Corporation’s Filer City plant and Verso’s plants as well as French Paper down in Niles.  French Paper buys only pre-processed pulp or recycled paper.  Secondary paperboard and other paper products – this industry group includes companies that purchase paper, paperboard, corrugated media or market pulp and use it to make other products, like cereal boxes, shipping containers, specialty papers like thermo-sensitive register tape, labels, envelopes, backers for plastic blister packaging…
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Economic Framework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The results of economic contributions analyses are often reported in terms of direct effects, indirect, and induced effects.  Direct is directly related to the activity of that industry, like direct employment at a sawmill.  Indirect effects are activity that results from spending associated with the direct activity – like employment related to buying parts for the sawmill.  Induced effects are created when direct employees go out and spend on things at the grocery store, pay rent or mortgages, or pay the orthodontist.  Direct plus indirect, plus induced effects = total effects.  Results from contributions analyses are often reported as Direct and Total contributions. In addition, the results are reported using four commonly used measures of economic activity – employment or jobs, labor income, value-added, and output or total sales.
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Regional and State Report

http://www.northeasternforests.org/content/fmuc_page

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Forest Products Industries’ Economic Contributions in the Northeast and Midwest (northeasternforests.org)
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The Northeast and Midwest’s
Forest Land by County, 2017



• Northeast and Midwest’s forest land covers 175.5 million acres—43% of 
the land base.

• Direct employment of over 540,000 people in 2017, leading to $167.0 
billion in output with labor income of $36.5 billion and value-added of 
$50.6 billion.

• Supports total contributions of 1.4 million jobs, $92.5 billion in labor 
income, $141.8 billion in value-added, and $327.2 billion in output.

• Each direct job in the forest products industries supports 1.6 additional 
jobs.

• Of the 16 manufacturing industries, forest products was the fifth largest in 
terms of employment (481,790 jobs).
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Selected Findings – Region-Wide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the Region – level, food is our #1 manufacturing industry in employment; Transportation equipment is #1 in labor income and output/sales; Chemical manufacturing is #1 in value-added.



Region-wide Direct Economic Contributions, 
Industry Groups, 2017
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#1

#2
#3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the leading industry groups in terms of contributions at the region level? Direct contributions: In terms of jobs - Secondary paperboard and other paper products #1, followed by wood furniture.  But note that Forestry and logging are nothing to sneeze at – almost 60,000 jobs between the two groups.Value added- same pattern – Secondary paperboard and other paper products #1, wood furniture #2, secondary solid wood #3Output or total sales – secondary paperboard #1; pulp, paper and paperboard mills #2, secondary solid wood #3



Region-wide Total Economic Contributions, Industry 
Groups, 2017
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of total contributions – similar pattern for jobs among the industry groups.  The pattern is a bit different for total output, with secondary solid wood products #2, but the estimates for secondary solid wood, wood furniture, and the pulp-paper-paperboard mills groups are pretty close together at around $50 billion dollars in 2017.  Forestry and logging combined support about $5 billion in total output or total sales.  Note there may appears to be an anomaly in the job numbers for forestry and logging – but it’s really an artifact of the methods used to create these estimates. The direct jobs numbers appear to go down for forestry and logging from the direct contributions to the total contributions.  Those jobs are still there, but in the process of estimating total contributions, the model treats part of the forestry and logging employment as inputs to the other industry sectors – in other words – part of the jobs are included in the other 5 industry groups – primary solid wood, secondary solid wood, etc.



State-level Direct Contributions, 2017
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Lowest

Highest

Top 6 states
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin
Ohio
Indiana
New York
Michigan



State-level Total Contributions, 2017
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Lowest

Highest

Top 6 states
Wisconsin
Pennsylvania
Ohio
Indiana
Michigan
Illinois



Michigan Results vs. Other States
(Direct Effects)

State Employment Labor Income 
(Thousands$)

Value-added 
(Thousands $) Output (Thousands $)

Illinois 38,554 2,751,641 3,631,953 12,863,371

Indiana 50,093 3,124,900 4,046,325 12,883,498

Michigan 40,746 2,674,987 3,481,716 12,182,249

Minnesota 34,055 2,367,350 3,578,890 10,503,265

Ohio 54,445 3,690,189 4,649,464 16,111,539

Pennsylvania 68,541 4,631,225 7,477,831 22,419,639

Wisconsin 67,793 4,517,367 7,065,287 25,282,710

MI 2017 Rank (out of 7): 5th 6th 7th 6th
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does Michigan compare to the surrounding states?  We rank 5th-7th depending on the metric. We have room for growth!



Direct Employment by 
Forest Products Industry in 

Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, 2017
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the leading industries within Michigan?  Wood furniture is #1 in terms of direct employment – followed by secondary paperboard and other paper products at #2, and secondary solid wood products #3.  Logging is #5, and the forestry group had the least direct jobs.Example from state report. Michigan is larger than MN in employment, but considerably lower than WI. PPP mills and Secondary Paperboard and Other Paper Products industries are particularly strong in WI.  In Minnesota – secondary solid wood, wood furniture, and secondary paperboard and other paper products lead in employment.  



Dashboard
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Results from the project were published as white paper style full reports, and also as 2 page extension-style bulletins.  And we also provided the results in spreadsheet format to the participating states for their own use.  We had some remaining federal funds in the grant and decided to produce a dashboard to make those same estimates available for the public to browse in an interactive format.  
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2017 Northeast & Midwest States FPI Economic 
Contributions Dashboard – Page 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Holly Reed in the Resource Assessment Section produced the dashboard for us, and this is hosted on the DNR’s website – and a link posted on the Division’s forest economics page.The dashboard has 5 pages – the first page provides a brief description of the project in the left sidebar. On the right – there’s a locator map showing the 20 states included in the Region analysis.  To the left of that there are some controls for the table below, summarizing contributions by the seven industry groups, and four measures – employment, labor income, value added, and output.  Controls include a drop down box to select an individual state, or the region, and a radio button for selecting direct or total contributions.  Note that on this page, the totals shown are from the region report when region is selected, and from the individual state reports when a specific state is selected.  There is a slight difference – if you added up all of the state totals, they would be slightly lower than the region estimates – that’s because the model running all 20 states data together captures some additional economic activity between states, that is excluded when you run a specific state by itself.
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2017 Northeast & Midwest States FPI Economic 
Contributions Dashboard – Page 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the second page, the controls on the left allow you to again select region or an individual state, and the data is displayed in a table on the upper right. This page also allows users to view a pie chart of that data for each of the four measures.
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2017 Northeast & Midwest States FPI Economic 
Contributions Dashboard – Page 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third page allows users to look more closely at the results for individual industry sectors, within each of the seven industry groups, again by region or individual sector.  For example, this screenshot shows the breakdown of contributions for the Primary Solid Wood Products industry group at the region level, for employment, value added and output (we left out labor income).  The data is shown in a bar chart on the right by IMPLAN sector, and in the table on the lower right.Note that this page only shows a breakdown for direct contributions – estimates by individual IMPLAN sector were not produced for total contributions due to the amount of work required.



Michigan County Level Dashboards:
2015 Dashboard &

2015 – 2017 Dashboard
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2015 Michigan Economic contribution of Forest 
Products Industries by County – Page 1
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2015 Michigan Economic contribution of Forest 
Products Industries by County – Page 2
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2015-2017 Michigan County-Level Economic 
Contributions of Forest Products Industries – Page 1
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2015-2017 Michigan County-Level Economic 
Contributions of Forest Products Industries – Page 2
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Thank – You!

Jagdish Poudel, PhD
Forest Economist
Forest Resources Division
Michigan Department of Natural Resources
poudelj@michigan.gov
Phone:  517-582-3101

David Neumann
Forest Markets & Utilization Specialist
Michigan Department of Natural Resources
neumannd@michigan.gov
Phone:  517-490-7640

mailto:poudelj@michigan.gov
mailto:neumannd@michigan.gov
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